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Rain, rain 
stayed 
away!
Briefly the wind and rain, which blighted 

many shows throughout the country this 

summer, relented to allow the Hilltop 

Villages’ two main recent events to take 

place unspoilt by the elements.

The Hawridge & Cholesbury Church 
Fete on August Bank Holiday 
Monday, though not held in an ideal 

temperature for ice-cream and thankful for 
sturdy awnings this breezy day, was well 
supported and a healthy fund was raised 
for the two churches.

The Horticultural Society Annual Show 
the following Saturday enjoyed blazing 
sunshine on one of the warmest days of 
the year. A record number of entrants 
displayed a remarkable variety of flowers 
and vegetables despite an unfavourable 
growing season.

In our regular feature, Chris Brown 
reflects upon the summer weather and 
tempts us to look out for aerial wonders 
this autumn.

Plus, in this issue, all the  
news from our  
Churches, Clubs,  
Councils and  
Societies.

Where’s that Rat to Splat!

Evelyn Money
Hilltop News readers will be saddened 
to hear of Mrs Money’s death. Evelyn 
Money, who had lived all her life in 
Tring and Cholesbury, would have been 
ninety five next month. She was a church 
warden at St Laurence for many years 
and a founding member of several of 
the villages’ best loved Societies. A full 
description of her life and the enduring 
contribution she made to life in these 
villages will appear in the next edition of 
Hilltop News.

Front cover picture: Damsons gleaming with 
ripeness. No shortage of natures rich harvest in 
our villages!
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THE COUNTY COUNCIL
Entries at the Cholesbury 

Horticultural Society 

Annual Show on 30 

August defied the lack of 

sunshine this summer and 

were outstanding in their 

quality and profusion. 

Those attending will have appreciated the 

talents and commitment of local people in 

presenting a show of the highest calibre.

During the summer, roads have 
been repaired, road signs cleaned, 
gullies cleared and hedges tidied 

and I am still working with Council officers 
to complete the task. Remedial work in 
Parrotts Lane will be done during a road 
closure in early November and resurfacing 
work scheduled but not completed is under 
investigation.   

Work to enlarge the facilities at 
Cholesbury School is still in progress and I 
congratulate the Governors on their vision 
for the future. Children leaving the school 
make the transition to a much more adult 
environment in Chesham, although I am 
happy to say that once again this year our 
schools have topped the national league 
tables and our results are well above the 
national average. In Buckinghamshire we 
enable our children to reach their potential 
and many have gone on to achieve 
outstanding success in their careers.    

From November the Mobile Library will 
visit Hawridge and Coppice Park Farm on 
alternate Monday afternoons at a later 
time between 1.45 pm and 3.15 pm. The 
success of the library depends on usage and 
the facilities now on board mean there is 
something of interest for everyone.

Many of us have written to NATS 
objecting to their proposals to route planes 
leaving Luton over the Chilterns AONB 

and we welcome their consideration of 
alternative options. Current thinking is to 
persuade them to reconsider the Bovingdon 
Hold to reduce congestion and protect our 
unique environment.

This autumn marks the final year of the 
current County Council with elections due 
in the Spring. The Government still has to 
decide whether to seek its mandate on 7 
May 2009 or coincide with the European 
elections in June, which seems likely.

The footpaths and bridleways never 
really dried out during the summer and 
the weather continues to be volatile. 
Nevertheless dog walking continues to be a 
great pleasure and it has been a wonderful 
year for wild flowers. That said, the 
evenings are drawing in and in our garden 
we have an ample supply of logs ready for 
the winter.  I look forward to seeing you 
out and about and I hope you will ask me 
to support your concerns at County Council.

Tricia Birchley   01296 621138

THE PARISH COUNCIL
Parrotts Lane will be closed due to BT 

works from 17 to 19 November. The 

section to be closed is from the junction 

with Cholesbury Lane for 200 metres. 

The suggested alternative route is via 

Cholesbury Lane/Parrotts Lane.

When we heard of this closure the 
Parish Council contacted Bucks 
Highways with the suggestion 

that all the promised road repairs in 
Parrotts Lane should be done while the 
road is closed. The suggestion was accepted 
and we hope that this will solve a number 
of outstanding problems. I will be liaising 
with Bucks Highways to ensure they know 
exactly what is required; not just road 
surfaces but the drainage system opposite 
Cholesbury Church which causes so much 
flooding and damage to Sandpit Hill.

For information on this and other road 
works please contact Highways On Call 
- 0845 230 2882.

 Nigel Blomfield and I spent a happy 
evening last week identifying blocked 
drains in the Parish.  In fact we identified 
all drains in the Parish as Bucks Highways 
didn’t have a list. I learned a lot about 
kerb weirs, gullies and grips and sent a list 
to Bucks Highways for action. If clearance 
doesn’t happen soon we hope to reach 
agreement to do it ourselves and send 
them the bill.

 BT has expressed its intention to remove 
all the public payphones in the Parish. 
Believe it or not they have no obligation to 
ask for our comments but they do have to 
ask the District Council, who contacted us, 
and subsequently submitted a very strong 
objection. This was based on the fact that 
mobile phones do not work in many parts 
of the Parish and the area is well used by 
walkers and cyclists, including youngsters 
doing the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. If BT 

decides to go ahead we shall try other ways 
to stop the closures.

David Clarke,
Clerk to the Council  758567

The Parish Council is funded by an 
element of the Council Tax Demand 
for each property in the parish.

The total for this year is slightly less than 
£9000. The main items of expenditure 
are administration, maintenance of the 
allotments and the Green at Buckland 
Common and the provision of grants to 
Cholesbury Village Hall and St Leonards 
Parish Hall.

The Council has, by prudent 
management, been able to carry forward 
a surplus year on year. Last year we were 
able to add to this the unused amount we 
provided for election expenses,

Next year is the 75th anniversary of 
the formation of the Council and it seems 
appropriate to mark the occasion in a 
tangible way by the use of some of the 
surplus. Suggestions include increased 
funding for the Halls and the funding of 
a community project. The Council will be 
pleased to receive your suggestions which 
should be made by letter or email to David 
Clarke.

John Allen
Councillor
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PROMOTED AS 
CHAMPIONS!

Congratulations 
to Hawridge 
& Cholesbury 

Cricket Club, whose 
Saturday 1st XI won 
the Second Division 
of the Chilterns 
League at the first 
attempt. Unbeaten 
throughout the 
season, the team 
finished a healthy 75 points ahead of 
second-placed Great Kingshill. Next season, 
tougher challenges await in the top 
division.

A full report on the successful cricket 
season will appear in the next Hilltop News.

Cholesbury Common, on Thursday evenings throughout the summer, thronged with enthusiastic 
youngsters with a passion for cricket. They stopped training just long enough to pose for this 
group photo! A full report on the H&C Colts season will appear in the next Hilltop News.
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LOCAL HISTORY 
GROUP
New Programme starts  

3 October 2008

Just £6 for 8 talks, 
each on the first 
Friday of the month 

(Second Friday in 
January), guarantees to 
offer something of interest for everyone. 

Friday, 3 October at 8 for 8:15pm in 
Cholesbury Village Hall is the first meeting 
of the new season when Colin Oakes 
kicks things off in style with a talk on 
‘London Between the Wars’. Colin is 
an expert on the archaeology and social 
history of London - be prepared for some 
surprises though, as his talks are always a 
combination of fun, fact and fantasy.

On Friday, 7 November we will have 
a talk on Sulgrave Manor, with Thea 
Young introducing us to this Tudor house 
and ancestral home of George Washington.  
This meeting is in St Leonards Village Hall 
- 8 for 8:15pm.

For everyone interested in the history 
of their house, make a note in your 
diary for Friday 5 December when 
Laura Robertson from the Centre for 
Buckinghamshire Studies will answer the 
question…Where do you think you live 
– does your house have a history? Laura 
ran an excellent workshop for us last year 
on ‘Old Handwriting’. The meeting is in St 
Leonards Village Hall - 8 for 8:15pm.

No need to book in advance, just come 
along on the evening for a warm welcome, 
quality entertainment and a coffee and 
biscuit to round things off. Look out for the 
yellow notices at the roadside in Cholesbury 
and St Leonards to remind you a meeting is 
imminent!

For further information please contact me.

 Chris Brown 758890
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the Cholesbury website  
www.cholesbury.com/hccps or available 
direct from Ian Phillips at ip1@
ashridgecommunications.com.
If you have any questions about HCCPS 
or the Working Parties please call Oliver 
Parsons 758694 or Isobel Clark 758987. 
Why not come along one Sunday morning? 
You’ll be warmly welcomed – even before 
the bonfire gets going!

Adrian Forster has a Sports Science 
Honours degree, a level 1 qualification in 
Lifestyle and Nutrition and is an advanced 
personal trainer. If you want to know 
more about any aspect of improving your 
fitness (indoors or outdoors), please email 
aforster@bcschool.org or telephone: 01442 
358076

Linden Bevan-Pritchard

HAWRIDGE & 
CHOLESBURY 
COMMONS 
PRESERVATION 
SOCIETY
Community Support Officer

On 4 July, David Barnard and I 
accompanied our Community 
Support Officer, Lesley Roche, and 

her colleague Kristy, on a guided tour of 
the commons. Lesley was interested to learn 
about their status, their ownership and who 
was responsible for looking after them. In 
particular, she wanted to know what kind 
of problems we encounter in relation to 
the commons. She took careful note of the 
geography and how various paths link up 
to the road system. She is very keen to be 
of service to the community and has asked 
everyone who witnesses any misuse of the 
commons to contact her.  

We have had problems with illegal 
motorcycles, travellers and dumping - it is 
thought that the motorcycles are brought 
by van to a point of easy access at either 
end of the commons, so it would be 
particularly helpful to take numbers of 
suspicious vehicles. Of course, she is also 
keen to help the wider community of the 
parish. One of the serious problems is theft 
from farms and sheds. Lesley would like 
us to tell her anything that we feel would 
be useful as information from one place 
may link up with events in the other areas 
for which she is responsible.  Her contact 
details are: lesley.roche@thamesvalley.pnn.
police.uk or she can be reached on 0845 
8505505. 

Are you a Tractor Driver?
We would be very happy to hear from 
anyone who can drive a tractor and would 
like to help with maintaining the grass 
areas of the commons. We need to keep 
the scrub from encroaching on areas that 

have been cleared.  If you are interested, 
please contact Isobel Clark on 758987.

Hornets
There is a hornets’ nest in a tree on the 
lower side of the top ride. Hornets are 
generally less aggressive than wasps. 
However the sting can be very painful; 
so the nest, which will have about 
two hundred inhabitants, is best left 
undisturbed.

AGM
This will be held, as usual at Cholesbury 
Village Hall on Wednesday, 3 December, 
starting promptly at 8.00pm.

An Outdoor Fitness Session 
every other Sunday 9.30-12.30
Fresh air and some gentle  
(or not so gentle) exercise

 The experts tell us there’s nothing like a bit 
of variety in an exercise regime to keep you 
interested and motivated.

At our Commons’ Working Parties 
you can create your very own ‘Outdoor 
Workout’ which normally involves clearing 
up fallen trees or limbs of trees then 
cutting, dragging and feeding the bonfire. 
Don’t worry, there are people with training 
to do the dangerous bits with chainsaws 
and to provide guidance. 

You can make the session as active and 
aerobic as you feel you want to and there’s 
no obligation to stay the full 3 hours – 
although the mid morning break, normally 
with some excellent home made cake and 
refreshments, will give you the energy you 
need to keep going.

For this year’s programme, our good 
friend Adrian Forster, Head of the Fitness 
Room at Berkhamsted Collegiate School, 
has kindly recommended and prepared 
some simple warm up and warm down 
exercises especially for this type of work. 
This new leaflet will be available online at 

Date Location Activity

Oct 5 Opposite Box Tree Cottage,  Cut down fallen oak limbs. Fell damaged 

 Hawridge (GR 945065) trees nearby and extend open grass area. Log  

  and stack. Burn brash. Bonfire. 

Oct 19 Downhill behind Mermaid  Cut up fallen cherry and hawthorn trees. 

 Cottage opposite  Log and stack. Burn brash. Bonfire. 

 The Full Moon (GR 936071) 

Nov 2 SE of Mermaid Cottage on path Fell fallen elms on path beside Mermaid  

 leading off road (GR 936069) Cottage, cut down stumps. Log and stack. Cut  

  up fallen oak limb beside Mermaid Cottage.  

  Burn brash. Bonfire. 

Nov 16 Downhill behind Mermaid  Continue clearing up fallen cherries behind 

 Cottage opposite  Mermaid Cottage. Finish cutting back 

 The Full Moon (GR 936071) blackthorn beside Mermaid Cottage. Bonfire.

Nov 30 Between Oak Dene and Cut up fallen and falling trees, burn brash. 

 High View, Hawridge (GR 943067) Log and stack. Bonfire.

Dec 14 Clearing behind the  Fell 3 ill oaks, burn brash. Log and stack. 

 cricket pitch  (GR 934072) Remove outer willow branches uphill on  

  edge of clearing; fell hawthorn. Bonfire.
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CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST 
LEONARDS W.I.

October is the month for the Annual 
Meeting where, amongst other 
things, all the activities of the 

past year are reviewed. It is always a good 
reminder of all the opportunities there 
are in the WI as Sue Scott, our Secretary, 
describes the variety of events and 
meetings which have been enjoyed, and the 
places visited. This year there will also be a 
Bring and Buy Stall, don’t forget to bring 
something along on Monday 20 October.

Then, as the end of the year draws near, 
put Monday 17 November, 8pm, in your 
diary. Unfortunately, the booked speaker 
has had to cancel but Carol Dean, who is 
our Programme Secretary, is hoping to find 
someone who can fill in at short notice on 
a similar theme – Christmas Flowers. Please 
look out for the posters for this meeting 
and good luck, Carol. Remember that 
visitors are welcome to our meetings in St 
Leonards Parish Hall, whatever the topic!    

Carol Henry can also give you more 
information on 758435.

NEIGHBOURHOOD 
WATCH

Reading back 
through the 
various Ringmaster 

messages of the past 
twelve months, there 
have been many references 
to, and reports of, burglaries and theft. 
These relate to properties, outbuildings and 
farm buildings in the Chilterns area. Please 
be vigilant and aware and take note of 
any suspicious vehicles or persons. Vehicle 
registration numbers are very important 
- write down or memorise and report 
immediately to the police on 0845 8 505 
505 with as much description of the vehicle 
and the occupants as possible. Dial 999 if a 
crime is in progress.

Shirley Blomfield  758314

HAWRIDGE & 
CHOLESBURY SCHOOL
New term, new classroom…

As anticipated, the end of the 
summer term brought with it much 
excitement and activity here at our 

lovely school.  Performances of ‘Oliver’, by 
the older pupils, were a triumph with all 
the actors really bringing the characters to 
life under the careful direction of assistant 
head, Mrs Tamlyn, and musical director Mrs 
Atkinson. In fact all the summer events such 
as sports day, leavers’ teas, summer garden 
party, etc. ran smoothly and were extremely 
successful if with something of a ‘damp’ 
overture!

Then the holidays arrived, the teachers 
and children left and - in moved the 
builders! This exciting stage in our plan 
to keep improving facilities at the school 
means that, at Christmas, Class 5 will be 
moving in to a new classroom. This will free 
up their old classroom to be converted to 
an ICT suite (… or computer room, as it was 
called in my day). Currently the children 
step across to the Old School Building for 
computing lessons but having the ICT suite 
in the centre of the main building will be 

much more convenient and leaves scope for 
us to develop the library/music area in the 
old building.

As the autumn term kicks in we are 
continuing to address the subject of health. 
All the children have been in the kitchen 
(though not at the same time) preparing 
healthy recipes and we’ve been having lots 
of fun with sport (skipping workshops and 
parachute games to name but a few of the 
extra PE sessions since our return!). Summer 
hols forgotten. Business as usual. 

Looking ahead, the H&C School 
Christmas Fete will take place on Saturday 
6 December, from 11.30 to 2pm – all 
welcome!

Kay Bass  786016
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THE THURSDAY CLUB
The 1956 Entertainments Committee 

‘In 1956 the Thursday Club was founded 
because it was felt that the St Leonards 
Parish Hall, built from the funds provided 
by an old trust before World War II, 
was not being sufficiently used. Owing 
to the activities of the Thursday Club, 
the community was drawn more closely 
together and much more use was made 
of the Hall by varying groups of residents. 
There is a definite need for “Do It Yourself” 
entertainment in which the audience 
participates. ’

This is an excerpt from a letter to all 
comers in 1964 - the subs then were 
five shillings (25p) per year, with a 

meeting charge of one shilling for members 
and two shillings for non-members. How 
times have moved on.

There have been many people of 
esteemed village folklore who have held 
committee positions and presidential status. 
To name but a few:

Miss Margaretta Scott; Mrs C Lowenfeld; 
Mr G. Lowenfeld; Mr F. Billington; Mr H. 
Brackley; Major General Money; Mr J. Fuller; 
Mr G. Harry; Mrs M. King. More recently: Miss 
J Walton; Miss M. Walton; Mr P. Knowles-
Brown; Mr P. House; Mr R. How; the list is 
endless.

Here is a resume of its history taken from 
a letter to the members in 1958.

‘During the War, the Village Hall was a 
lively centre of entertainment but in later 
years less use was made of it - probably 
due to road transport as well as television.  
Several attempts were made to make it 
come to life again and one of these was 
the Thursday Club, started by the 1956 
Entertainments Committee. In the period 
between 1957 and 1958, there were seven 
social evenings, two dances, six lectures, 
three film shows, three ’Any Questions?’, 
three whist drives, a Bingo Night, three plays 
and three coach outings.
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The organisation of events is not always 
easy but the more people who enjoy the 
club, the more satisfaction for the sometimes 
overworked organisers! Let us hope, 
therefore, that those who are interested in 
one or other of the entertainments will visit 
St Leonards and help to keep the village 
community centre alive.’

That was then, this is now - 2008/2009. 
The object of the Club is still the same: 
to provide entertainment for people of 
the Hilltop Villages and utilise the newly 
refurbished St Leonards Village Hall. We are 
not a profit-making Club, however through 
various situations beyond our control we 
– the Committee- have decided to increase 
the subs to £4.00 per annum. More than the 
five shillings of yesteryear, but still worth it!

As yet the whole year’s programme has 
not been confirmed, but we are going to 
hold the established favourites - the Quiz 
Night, the Christmas Party and the very 
special AGM.

In October however, there will be a 
change to the usual format – no speaker I’m 
afraid – we intend to have a Wine Tasting 
with cheese; hence the market research on 
the Grapevine. This will be on 16 October at 
St Leonards Village Hall, 7.30 for 8.00pm.

Tickets will cost £5.00 for non-members 
and £3.50 for members.

Please contact me, Guy Williams, 758735, 
or the other Committee members for tickets 
by 9 October and if you wish to join the Club 
please contact Brian Lake on 01296 620169.

Once again I’d like to thank Joan Walton 
for her tenure over the many years leading 
up to last June.

I’ll leave you with a question, or is it 
an omen? Is there a coincidence that the 
new Chairman was born in 1956 and now 
lives in the house formerly owned by Mr H. 
Brackley?

Guy Williams (Chairman)
Committee: Brian and Anne Lake 01296 
620169; Primrose and Alan Langdon 01296 
696092; Bev Coulter 01296 622168
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Revd. David and Penny Burgess celebrate their Silver Wedding at The Vicarage: a party given to 
them by Emma, Rob and Charlotte.



“We 
Plough the 
Fields …”
by the Reverend David Burgess

Harvest is a busy time 

if you are a minister 

with four churches 

and two schools. If 

my maths is right I 

have five services 

(three church, two 

school) and three harvest suppers in the 

space of fourteen days.  

It does concentrate the mind very well on 
the task in hand, but there’s also a need 
to avoid being “harvested out”. It always 

occurs to me, though, that this simply isn’t 
an option for our farming community. I see 
this again and again in the late summer 
when I finish work, perhaps at 9.00 or 9.30 
in the evening, as trucks and carriers go by 
and I know that our farmers still have at 
least an hour’s work ahead of them in the 
day.  

It may be a cliché to say that as 
consumers (literally) of the food provided 
for us, that we take the means of 
production for granted, but like most 
clichés it happens to be true. Perhaps in the 
last year our thinking has been sharpened 
by the very visible rise in food prices, but as 
a society I think we’ve tended to use this as 
a basis for criticism rather than appreciation 
of the work done on our behalf.

As well as running the risk of being 
ungrateful if we pursue this approach, 

we run the risk of being un-Christian. 
The Bible knows about agriculture; with 
a few exceptions (Jerusalem, Rome and 
Babylon) the stories from it are set in rural 
communities. For example, the book of 
Ruth runs the whole course of grief, exile, 
re-settlement and romance all taking place 
within a farming community at harvest 
time.  

The Bible also knows about agricultural 
hardship: poor harvests were as bad news 
then as they are now, and the provision of 
food similarly was equally vital two or three 
thousand years ago. The blessing of the land, 
its crops and those involved in harvesting 
those crops isn’t a modern invention; it’s 
rooted in a biblical understanding of God’s 
grace and provision and the call to bring all 
our needs to him, however local or small they 
might seem to us.  

In the light of that, I do hope that 
you’ve kept our farmers and our farming 
communities in your prayers at regular 
intervals throughout the year. They need 
them as we all do as human beings, but 
especially in times of very hard work and 
uncertainty, typified by the last couple of 
months.  

In a real sense those involved in 
farming are doing God’s work at its most 
fundamental. Stewardship of the land, 
of creation itself, is the first task that 
human beings were given by God and it’s 
a continuing way of life that should be 
honoured and respected, and not taken 
lightly.  

One service and one harvest supper will 
have taken place by the time you read this, 
but there’s plenty more! We do invite you 
to all that’s taking place across the parishes 
at harvest time; details of these events 
appear in the village newsletters.

Yours in Christ,
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which, due to the nature of the local 
ground, are either unsafe or in need of 
straightening. If you have a member 
of your family or know of any families 
whose headstone is in need of attention, 
please contact the churchwardens, Anne 
Butterworth 758700 or Ann Horn 758250. It 
would help so much to have some financial 
support for this project.

HAWRIDGE
Hawridge & 
Cholesbury 
Churches’ August 
Bank Holiday Fete. 
How thankful we 
were that 25 August 
remained dry! So 
much preparation and 
hard work go into 
organizing the fete that we were pleased, at 
least, to have a reasonable day without rain.

Mike Wallis, our transport stalwart was 
busy off-loading furniture from St Leonards 
about 9am and shortly after a team was 
there to help set up the tables and put up 
the marquee. Perhaps the fete started a 
little slowly at 1.30pm but soon the crowds 
were rolling in and we were in full swing! 
The Ellesborough Silver Band provided their 
usual lovely musical background to the many 
stalls and side-shows.

We had a representation of animals 
with ‘Splat the Rat’, the ‘Teddy Ladder’ 
and ‘Serena the Seahorse’. Caroline’s Coin 
Collage, on her first outing, set a new 
record with a total of £68.04 and was fully 
completed – another ‘first’. Katie Thwaites 
from Buckland Common won the £5 
book token with her last-minute guess of 
£67.73. Serena certainly looked lovely when 
finished!

The stalls were busy with people 
browsing through books; looking for 
bargains on the bric-a-brac; buying one 
of the wonderful cakes or plants or trying 
their hand at the various side-shows. The 

Tea Ladies were very busy and were well 
rewarded for their efforts – making a profit 
of £567.71! The Grand Draw made £537.19 
and our thanks go to those who sold tickets 
for this. A full list of the various stalls is 
available from the churchwardens for 
anyone wishing to see it.

Altogether a profit of £3,569.14 was 
made which will be divided between 
the two churches.

This was another successful event due to 
the generosity of all those who donated to 
the stalls and gave of their time to run them, 
set up and tidy at the end of the day and 
of all those who came along to support us. 
Without the co-operation of so many people 
our local churches would find it difficult to 
meet their running costs and we extend to 
everybody our heartfelt thanks.

All Souls Evensong – 2 November 
at 3pm. We will once again be holding 
our special evensong, remembering those 
who have died in our parishes during the 
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ST LEONARDS
Back To Church Sunday.  This 
is a country-wide 
initiative and is 
being held at 
St Leonards on 
Sunday 5 October. 
John Hull is leading the simple Communion 
Service which starts with the Sunday School 
children in church. We welcome particularly 
any of you and your friends who may not 
have been to church for some while – or 
indeed for a long time! It is to be a very 
low-key occasion with a glass of wine 
afterwards in the Church Room. Do come!   

Harvest Festival is to be held this year 
on Sunday 12 October and is a Family 
occasion. Supper afterwards will be in the 
newly re-furbished Village Hall. Families with 
young children are particularly welcome and 
can disappear after supper without waiting 
for the auction of produce. Please bring 
what remains in your water-logged gardens 
– your flowers, fruit and vegetables will 
decorate the church!

Tea Parties.  Most activities close down 
during August but not the Tea Party in St 
Leonards Church Room! We had a record 
number of twenty six people and it was 
lovely to see old and new faces. The buzz of 
conversation could be heard as you drove 
into the churchyard! We always meet on the 
fourth Wednesday of the month, so  

22 October and 26 November. Do 
come and join in! If you need a lift, please 
ring Anne Lake 01296 620169 or Anne 
Butterworth 758700. 

Please note that the Christmas Tea Party 
will be on Wednesday 17 December.

Baptism. We don’t often have such a 
tiny baby in church but it was wonderful to 
welcome Lilli-Mai Sunman (grand daughter 
of Bob and Debbie Whitehead) who was 
only seven weeks old! Her parents, Naomi 
and Paul were surrounded by a large 
number of family members and it was 
lovely for their little daughter to be so well 
supported as she was introduced into St 
Leonards church. 

Headstones in the churchyard. 
Working with Creative Memorials, we are 
about to deal with a number of headstones 

ST LEONARDS
Holy Baptism – 7 September 2008 Lilli-Mai Letitia Sunman

CHOLESBURY
Burial – 8 August 2008 Sarah Margaret Dwight

  Holy Matrimony – 6 September 2008 Miwa Todaka and Robert Henry Ridgwell 
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Lilli-Mai Sunman baptism

Serena the Seahorse



last year and members of our families and 
friends. Candles of remembrance will be 
available for those who wish to light them.
If you would like any names to be added 
to the list of remembrance, please contact 
the churchwardens, Joan 758332 or James 
758304.

As usual we will have a visiting preacher 
and this year it is to be Mrs Jean Corfield, a 
Lay Minister from the Great Chesham area. 
Please come and join us for this thoughtful 
service.

Remembrance Sunday – 9 November. 
This will be celebrated with Holy 
Communion at 9.30am with the addition of 
Hymns and an act of Remembrance with the 
two minute silence.

Christingle Service – 7 December at 
3pm. Our Christingle Service will be held 
on the first Sunday in December instead 
of evensong, so there will not be a family 
service at 9.30am on that day.

Germain’s Male Voice Choir. The 
concert held on 6 September was a great 
success with a full church enjoying the 
varied repertoire of the choir under the 
leadership of Lionel Elton, accompanied by 
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Gwen Woodstock. There was something for 
everyone from ‘All in the April Evening’ to 
‘Annie Laurie’. My particular favourite was 
‘The Finnish Forest’. The choir was formed by 
old boys from Germain’s School in Chesham 
and they opened with the school song! A 
glass of wine served during the interval 
provided a good opportunity to stretch our 
legs and catch up with friends. It was a very 
enjoyable evening and it was good to see 
the church so full and ‘Alive with the sound 
of Music’.

Hawridge Church Walking Group. The 
time has come to get out your walking boots 
again ready for the October walk which 
will be on Tuesday 7th. As the weather was 
so bad for our last walk we will be visiting 
Ashridge again. We will start at the usual car 
park half way up the drive to the monument 
at the later time of 10.30am. Coffee will be 
served as usual afterwards.

The November walk will on the 4th 
and the venue for this has still to be decided.    
Please contact Joan and Margaret for further 
details (758332). As usual a 50p donation for 
Church Funds is much appreciated.

CHOLESBURY
The Fete was a 
great success and a 
full report appears 
in the Hawridge 
news. On behalf 
of Cholesbury PCC,  
thank you all most 
sincerely for contributing time, gifts and 
money to a very enjoyable day.

The Four Parishes’ Service was at St 
Laurence on 31 August. The service was well 
attended and we were able to send £94 to 
Iain Rennie.

The Orient came to St Laurence on 
Saturday 6 September when Henry Ridgwell 

of Hastoe was 
married to Miwa 
Todaka from 
Miyazaki, Japan.  
Henry, who 
was baptised 
at Cholesbury 
in 1984, first 
met Miwa in 
Japan in August 
2002 while 
he was a JET 
Scheme teacher 
of English and 
she a college 
administrator. 
Love blossomed 
amongst the 

cherry trees and 
after Henry’s 

return to England the only solution to the 
problems of courtship over a distance of 
6,000 miles was a proposal of marriage.

Miwa was attended by three bridesmaids, 
the youngest being Victoria Gardner, aged 
three and resplendent in a kimono. Victoria, 
who was also baptised at St Laurence, is 
a pupil of Penny Burgess at Cholesbury 
Pre-school. The wedding was attended 
by Miwa’s parents, Futamu and Kazuko, 

amongst many other guests, and the 
oriental theme was emphasized by floral 
decorations composed largely of white lilies 
in Ikebana style by Sandra Freeman. Vocal 
support was provided by The Ridgeway 
Chorale, who sang madrigals to resounding 
applause during the signing of the register. 

A monsoon-like shower of rain greeted 
the happy couple on their exit from the 
church but nothing could dampen the joy 
of the occasion. Family and friends repaired 
to a marquee in the grounds of Henry’s 
parents’ Hastoe cottage for the reception. 
Henry and Miwa spend their honeymoon 
in Normandy before Henry returns to his 
London-based job as a Sky news editor. 

On Tuesday 16 September the ashes of 
Evelyn Money were buried in Cholesbury 
churchyard after a service of Thanksgiving 
for her life. The site in the North of the 
churchyard is a few footsteps from the 
church porch and a similar distance from the 
garden gate separating Evelyn’s home and 
the churchyard – a journey she made very 
many times as Churchwarden and regular 
member of our congregation.

The Church, which was decorated with 
beautiful lilies and garden flowers, so loved 
by Evelyn, was filled with village friends 
and family members. Those who had been 
taught by Evelyn during her years as head 
teacher were also in the congregation.  Mrs 
Money’s great contribution to the Hilltop 
Villages and to Cholesbury in particular was 
evident as members of the Church, History 
Group and Horticultural Society came to say 
farewell. Ian Macmillan returned to play the 
organ and Jane Howarth took up her duties 
as Churchwarden again – even if only for a 
few minutes.

The service was simple, the singing strong 
and David’s sincere tribute reminded us of 
how much we owed to Evelyn – and how 
much we miss her. We were all invited to 
the Village Hall by Nona Grosstefan, Evelyn’s 
sister, for tea after the service.

A generous contribution will be 
forwarded to Iain Rennie from the collection.

Henry Ridgwell and Miwa 
Todaka wedding

Germain’s Male Voice Choir
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At the time of writing, the Harvest 
Festival, Harvest Supper and Auction are 
all in the future. The money raised will be 
sent to ‘Send a Cow’. In anticipation, our 
thanks go to Louisa who will sing during the 
Family Service and to Brigid and friends for 
arranging the chicken supper. Thank you 
to Sue and James who are again willing to 
entertain us with the Auction of Produce.

The annual Giving Service is on 
Sunday 23 November when we share 
in the nationwide Shoebox Appeal that 
provides Christmas presents for Eastern 
European families. Shoeboxes will be 
brought to the altar during the Family 
Service at 9.45am. The boxes will be 
available in preceding weeks and we look 
forward to matching the great success of last 
year.

The Autumn Churchyard Tidy is to be 
on Saturday 22 November. The seasons 
continue to vary but we can be sure that by 
November the trees in the Camp will have 
shed their leaves. The hedges have also 
shown strong growth this year! Please bring 
your own garden tools for a 10am start.

The annual Ride & Stride took place 
on Saturday 13th (Heritage Weekend). 
Participants walk or ride on bikes or horses 
between participating churches raising 
money for the trust and specifically for 
their nominated church. Twenty people 
signed in at St Laurence,  and enjoyed the 
warm sunshine en route. Two pony riders, 
two walkers and three dogs represented 
St Laurence on the day, and completed a 
“hack” from Cholesbury to Bellingdon, 
Ballinger Common, The Lee and St Leonards.   
Please come and join us next year!

From now on, David Burgess and his 
secretary will be at the St Leonard’s 
Church Room on Tuesday and 

Thursday mornings. The door is always 
open and you are most welcome to 
call in at any time for whatever reason.    
However, if you wanted to talk to David 
at length, it may be better to make an 
appointment. 

The number at the Vicarage is 837315 

and 757048 at the Church Room. You can 

leave a message at both addresses.
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CHOLESBURY-
CUM-ST LEONARDS 
HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY NEWS
“The sun always shines for the show!” we 

glibly opine after a disappointing summer, 

but this year’s show day on August 30 

really lived up to the prophecy, producing 

one of the warmest weekend days in 

August. The record number of entrants 

had a bright morning to produce their final 

entries, and were able in the afternoon to 

bask in the sunshine with a cup of tea, as 

well as in the glow of their successes.

Despite the dreadful weather for 
most of the growing season, a 
surprising number of classes in the 

flower and vegetable sections were well 
supported. Thank you to all who took the 
time and effort to prepare such a display. 
It was also excellent to note the increase 
in photographic entries and of such a high 
standard. Visitors to the show were heard 
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musing on their particular favourites, all 
different! It is no wonder the judges have 
such a hard time in picking the winners!

A particular thank you must go to all 
the children of Hawridge and Cholesbury 
School and our other young competitors 
for helping us put on such a fine display of 
their work. Well done to them all.

We were delighted that the hosts of 
this year’s open garden, Mr and Mrs Keith 
Burgess, were able to attend the show, and 
thank you to Keith for presenting the cups 
and awards.

If perhaps you were too busy or too 
shy to enter this year, now that you have 
seen what goes in, why not have a go 
next September? There are sure to be 
plenty of winter evenings to plan what 
will go in your garden next year, or to pick 
up the knitting needles, crochet hook or 
embroidery needle. It really is fun to take 
part!

To round up the horticultural year, the 
Society’s AGM will take place on Friday 
14 November at Cholesbury Village Hall. 
More details will be circulated nearer 
the time and notices displayed around 
the village as usual, but make a note in 
your diary now to ensure you are free to 

take part in what is always an enjoyable 
evening!

Our 2009 programme will kick off 
on Friday 20 March 2009, when Tan 
Strong will be giving a talk on flower 
arranging and demonstrating how to 
assemble her Chelsea silver gilt winning 
flower arrangement! Look out for more 
information nearer the time.

Thank you to all who have helped with 
another successful year for the Society, 
despite the weather, and we hope you will 
continue to enjoy your gardens.

Anne Brown  758890
Hort Soc Committee
www.cholesbury.com/hortsoc.htm
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Here in this part of the Chilterns in the 

last week of August and first two of 

September, we had over 3 inches of rain. A 

squint at the Met Office website to remind 

me what had been predicted back in July 

about the late-summer weather brought 

amusement when I alighted on the words  

“…..rainfall totals will be near or above the 

long-term average”.  Well, whatever that 

means, does that level of precision provide 

confidence for the autumn forecast? “…..

The UK and north-western Europe will 

probably have below-average amounts of 

rain this autumn.” We shall see!

Whatever the outcome, the reality 
is that this pattern of relatively 
cool, wet summers and warmer, 

dry winters might come to be the norm 
rather than the exception. We are also 
told that during high-summer and early 
autumn we can expect more extreme 
weather events, sudden and heavy summer 
downpours or a blistering heat wave or 
both. At least we can take comfort from 
being at 650ft plus, away from flooding 
rivers and with bedrock of porous chalk for 
insurance too. 

To be fair, our weather has always been 
impossible to forecast. If it were otherwise 
we would not talk about it whenever we 

HILLTOP NEWS NATURE NOTES

Nature’s own autumnal 
aerial display 

pioneering flyers, paragliders, hoverers, 
helicopters and parachutes  

politely exchange a greeting and I would 
not be rambling on about it here! No 
surprise then that the media has developed 
a near obsessive focus on global warming 
as the simplistic cause of all unusual 
meteorological happenings. This ignores 
that the British Isles’ unique maritime 
position adjacent to the continent of 
Europe has always given opportunities for 
extreme or unpredictable weather. In other 
words, for us the unusual is the usual.

It has always been the case though that 
even on a busy news day there is almost 
always a story about ‘environmental 
disasters’ or impending climatic perils. 
But while these threats appear to be of 
increasing frequency, the terminology 
is not new, becoming a part of common 
usage back in the 1970s when the fear was 
not that the planet would over-heat but 
precisely the opposite, the fear that we 
were on the edge of a new Ice Age. 

Another contemporary phrase ‘nature 
conservation’ had already ten years’ start 
and its emergence as an important public 
issue was denoted in the first set of new-
style commemorative stamps appearing 
in 1963. Depiction of an everyday cross-
section of wildlife was more modest than 
today and those first stamps included 
daisies, buttercups, ferns, badgers, bees, 
field mice, deer, a butterfly and, more 
surprisingly, a woodpecker and long-
tailed tit. Compare that list to one from 

a recent set of stamps, which featured 
less everyday examples including a pine 
martin, wildcat, yellow necked mouse and  
Natterer’s bat: an illustration of how the 
public’s education and awareness of British 
wildlife has been enhanced by a long 
line of TV nature presenters from Johnny 
Morris to Bill Oddie, via of course, Sir David 
Attenborough.

October is when summer and winter 
wildlife meet. In the early part of the 
month the yellows of hawkweed, upright 
and fitter look-alikes of their relative the 
dandelion, and the pinks of willow herb 
and alien balsam flowers mingle with the 
reds and purples of autumn fruits, rosehips 
and sloes. The latter matures right on 
cue to greet the mass arrival of thrushes, 
redwings and fieldfares from far ’up North’. 
The former, not content with enticing 
eager goldfinches to spread their genetic 
materials, improve the odds by providing 
each seed with a pristine parachute to 
spread far and wide at the whim 
of air currents. In the 
hanger, the oak stands 
out as one of the last 
to give up its deep-
green canopy. 
Meanwhile, the 
crop of beech leaves 
is ageing more prematurely 
this year and will display briefly 
in yellow rather than their signature 
oranges, bronzes and purples. On windy 
autumnal days, the leaves on maples 
and sycamores will fall and expose grey-
brown winged fruits, whose graceful 
helical descent has been suggested as a 
possible inspiration for Leonardo de Vinci’s 
‘helicopter’ designs.

Other gyroplane mimics choose this 
month to lift off. Pesky craneflies emerge 
from their subterranean caverns to lie in 
wait for any unsuspecting walker foolish 
enough to encroach on their territory. 
Prior to their all-to-brief flights of fancy, 
craneflies are known as leatherjackets. 

This alter ego lives but a few inches down, 
feeding on the roots of turf grass. Despite 
stories of venomous bites, both the larvae 
and the adults, which feed on nectar, 
may be ugly but are totally harmless to 
us. Spider webs glisten in the dew-soaked 
grass; their architects having launched 
themselves on silken strands to glide on 
undetectable currents of air across open 
fields.

The surprise of a warm sunny September 
Saturday morning brings a crop of newly 
emergent red admirals, drawn to some 
old fermenting sugar-rich raisins on which 
they binge close to intoxication bravely 
ignoring the attention of a 
marauding hornet. All 
the old textbooks 
will tell you red 

admirals 
do not survive 

our harsh winters 
and come afresh each 

year as continental migrants, but this is 
no longer always the case. Alongside the 
regulars, (brimstones, peacocks and small 
tortoiseshells), a few will survive our milder 
winters. This year’s cool and wet summer 
has dictated probably just two rather than 
the usual three broods. These late arrivals 
though are monster-sized versions of their 
spring ancestors. They need to be titans as 
endurance flying is essential, paragliding in 
the cooler air above hedgerows in search 
of over-ripened blackberries and nectar rich 



ivy flowers. 
Another late display is provided by 

pheasants, which can be seen locally with 
plumage variations from bird to bird. The 
vast majority have the characteristic ‘vicar’s 
collar’ and blue/bronze plumage denoting 
they are the descendants of Chinese stock 
introduced for sport to estates in the 18th 
century. Occasionally seen are almost black 
pheasants, again specially bred to impress. 
These may owe their ancestry to the much 
earlier introduced Roman and Norman 
breeds, colloquially known as ‘British 
pheasants’. All are equally capable of giving 
the unsuspecting walker a start as they 
launch themselves haphazardly skywards. 
Meanwhile, look out for the aerial displays 
of juvenile rooks, jackdaws and crows. They 
assemble in larger and larger groups to 
practise their adolescent aerobatics, much 
hovering and stalling, accompanied by 
mutual squawking before breaking out of 
the congregation in all directions.

So for the next month or so I hope 
you find time and clement weather to 
experience the fresh air and open spaces 
roundabouts, as much as this autumn’s 
wildlife will be too. 

Observations and questions as always to 
chrisbrown@rayshill.com
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W.H.A Upholstery

100 CLUB WINNERS
September 2008

1st Prize  £15 

Mrs L Fox, St Leonards

2nd Prize  £10

Mrs N Tullett, Buckland Common

New Members always welcome, please 
contact the Treasurer, Mick Mariscotti 
837093
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St Leonards Parish Hall 
News
An Open Invitation  - Saturday 11 
October 2008, 10.30 – 12noon
After all the hard work and effort by 
the CH Construction Ltd team over the 
summer months (at least they haven’t been 
tempted away by the lure of sunshine!) 
the hall is up and running once more. 
The Management Committee would like 
to give you the opportunity to see the 
results and invite you to an Open Morning. 
Coffee, tea and biscuits will be served and 
local organisations will be on hand with 
information about their activities. The 
Committee is enormously grateful for the 
tremendous support
from everyone for this latest hall 
improvement and look forward to seeing 
you all on the day.    

Jazz Concert - Saturday 8  
November 2008
Lou’s Sextet will be playing at the hall 
- come and join them. They are an 
accomplished group and have played at an 
impressive number of events and venues.
[visit www.loussextet.co.uk]

There will be a buffet supper and an 
opportunity to dance if the mood takes 
you! The evening will commence at 7.30 
for 8pm and tickets cost £10.00. There will 
be a licensed bar and a raffle. To make a 
booking, please contact either Ann Horn 
758250 or Shirley Blomfield 758314.

Children’s Christmas Party
To all parents in Chivery, St Leonards and 
Buckland Common – did you know that 
the hall gives a Christmas Party for children 
between the ages of  3 and 8 years. If this is 
news to you, please contact Heidi Kapadia 
(757020) if you wish your child/children to 
be included in the invitations. 
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A ray of hope 
from NATS?
Following what has proved to be a 

substantial local response to the NATS 

consultation paper, in relation to the 

proposals to move the flight lines for all 

south westerly departures from Luton 

airport so that they over-fly the Chilterns 

AONB 1000 feet lower than the present 

flight paths, NATS have recently published 

their interim feed back report (www.nats.

co.uk/TCNconsultation). This appears to 

offer a ray of hope for the AONB. I say a 

ray of hope only, because, whilst some may 

read more hope than this, it pays to remain 

sceptical and vigilant and to keep up the 

pressure.

NATS still maintain that the guidelines, 
issued by the Department for 
Transport to the Civil Aviation 

Authority, to whom NATS will eventually 
report, require them to move the flight paths 
over the AONB area because, in so doing, 
they minimise the number of people over-
flown and this is what the guidelines require 
them to do. This is despite the fact that 
the very same guidelines indicate that they 
should avoid the AONB unless flying over 
“more densely populated” or “congested” 
areas would add to the environmental 
burdens of these areas.

 However, despite this interpretation, 
which we believe is open to challenge, 
NATS have stated, in their feed-back report, 
that they are now considering “further 
design options” to reduce the impact of 
the proposals over the AONB. They state 
that their objective over the Chilterns 
was to seek to minimise over-flight of 

more densely populated areas as well as 
minimising over-flight of the AONB, where 
possible. They indicate that the alternative 
design options will seek to do the same but 
“with priority given to the AONB rather 
than the populations”, despite the fact 
that NATS still contend that such a route 
“would be inconsistent with Government 
guidelines”.

They also add, however, that feedback 
favours “dispersal over concentration” 
so that areas have some respite from 
over flight and that keeping easterly and 
westerly departure routes separated for 
longer will mean that different areas are 
over-flown depending on the direction 
of operations. All this implies that they 
are now going to consider two separate 
‘dispersal’ routes, rather than retain the 
present ‘concentration’ route for both 
easterly and westerly departures. The sting 
in the tail here is that, whilst NATS indicate 
elsewhere in the report that they will 
consider moving the flight line for easterly 
take-offs to the South West to a line further 
north “in the vicinity of Berkhamsted”, it 
cannot be moved further north because 
“it must be kept separated from easterly 
arrival routes descending into Luton from 
the direction of Aylesbury”.

Does all this mean therefore that, 
whilst they may propose maintaining the 
present flight paths, at present heights, 
over Wendover and Princes Risborough 
for westerly departures from Luton, they 
will insist that they still need to over-fly 
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the Chilterns AONB, at 1000 feet lower, for 
easterly departures to the south west, in 
order to avoid conflict with these “easterly 
arrival routes”?

We will have to see what is proposed 
when they publish further updates, 
which they indicate will be sent to the 
representative groups who responded to 
the initial consultation. In this respect, the 
Chilterns Conservation Board, which is 
responsible for the Chilterns AONB, have 
already held a meeting with the interested 
bodies and will continue to press the case to 
protect the tranquility of the AONB. However 
none of us can rest on our laurels and 
continued pressure on NATS is essential. The 
first stage of the consultation process may be 
over but there is still much to do. 

If you would like to contribute to the 
fighting fund which is financing the cost 
of legal advice from a top QC and other 
expenses, please contact either Tim Hart on 
837328 or Paul Apicella on 837377 

Michael  Jepson 
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